
PROJECT BUSINESS PLAN OUTLINE

To make the best impression on banks and investors, your plan should be presented using the standard business plan
outline format. Here's how to do it.

When and how to use charts in a business plan Charts, tables, and diagrams should be used in a business plan
to summarize and present research that backs up your ideas and strategies. It is simplified a bit for this page,
so we encourage you to download the Word version to get instructions for each section, as well as a cover
page, table of contents, legal disclaimer, and more. This means segmenting customers by geography, interests,
demographicsâ€¦really anything that might affect purchasing behaviour. Know your margins. It should also
make it easier to share your vision and strategy so everyone on your team is on the same page. Aid
understanding of market size and market share with area charts and pie charts A market potential analysis is a
fundamental pillar of your business plan. This section will also include pricing information, a comparison to
similar products or services in the market and an outline of future offerings. Or, create your own custom
business plan easily with LivePlan. Execution Use this business plan section to outline your marketing plan,
your sales plan, and the other logistics involved in actually running your business. While the specifics of your
actual startup will differ, the elements you'd want to include in your restaurant's business plan are likely to be
very similar. You can find a free template in my article, Project Management Legal Issues. Some customers
may not pay for 30 days or longer, which means the business needs a cash balance to operate. Summarize the
problem you are solving for customers, your solution, the target market, the founding team, and financial
forecast highlights. Even if you do have some experience, getting a refresher on what a modern business plan
looks like is always a good idea. Marketing Strategy The marketing strategy section of your business plan
builds upon the market analysis section. These are the items you must describe your specialties and even
include sample project management service contracts, staff qualifications, and how you plan on handling
project planning, goals, milestones, risks and controls. Your research will help you in putting the business plan
together as it will give you an understanding of the dynamics and forces affecting the industry. Marketing â€”
How will you market your project management services? Use the search bar below to get started and find the
right match for your business idea. You may also want to include your balance sheet, your sales forecast,
business ratios, and a break-even analysis. Operating Procedures â€” How will each project be managed? Here
are some useful templates:. Example of a funding request Landscape Inc. For example, can you bundle a few
things together? Management Summary The management summary section of your business plan describes
how your business is structured, introduces who is involved, outlines external resources, and explains how the
business is managed. Good software will include step-by-step guidance, video tutorials, automatic financial
forecasting, automatic formatting, and chart creation, plus much more. Use a sample as a guide Every startup
and small business is unique, so you'll want to avoid copying a sample plan word for word. If you plan on also
providing green project management services, mention that. There is much on Bright Hub to help you write
the essential elements of a business plan links provided below , but what about that narrative that tells lenders
or investors what and how you plan to offer project management services? Revisiting and revising your
business plan? Notable clients 9. There are tons of free business plan templates available including the one
you can download right here on this page. Here's how to get the most out of a sample plan: Choose a sample
plan from a similar type of company You don't need to find a sample business plan that's an exact fit for your
business. Opportunity Describe the problem that you solve for your customers and the solution that you are
selling. Appendices and Supporting Information The appendix of your business plan includes information that
supports your statements, assumptions, and reasoning used in the other sections of your business plan. You
should also put together a timeline, so your potential investors have an idea of what to expect. Repurpose If
your time has become more focused on small projects rather than tangible growth and building a valuable
client list, consider packaging your existing products or services differently. These data are easily summarized
in a histogram, with bars that represent age group distribution. Then, triple check. Business plan bonus: Tips
to stand out Investors have little patience for badly written documents. The company description outlines vital
details about your company, such as where you are located, how large the company is, what you do and what
you hope to accomplish.


